
2 IN 1 Forehead & Ear 
Infrared Thermometer 
QUICK START GUIDE

Point the temperature probe 
at the center of forehead, keep in
contact with skin

Take off the probe cover,
fit the probe into the ear canal

Press and release the Measure 
Button to read your temperature
value

Adult or       Child forehead mode

Ear mode 

Object mode

Current
Value

Previous
Value

Children under 1 year :  
pull the ear straight back. 

Always keep the lens clean.

Always make sure the user and the  thermom-
eter have been in the  same room for at least 
30 minutes prior to the measurement. 

Attention: 

Children aged 1 year to adult : 
pull the ear up and back.

Do not force the thermometer
into the ear canal.

Pull the ear up and back,
make sure the ear canal is straight,
and receive the infrared ray.

How to measure the temperature

Step 2

Please wait at least  10 seconds between each
measurement.

Press the Mode /Memory Button 
to choose a mode

Step 1

Point the temperature 
probe  at the object with 
1-3 cm (0.39-1.18 inches)

 Measure/
Mute-unmute

Mode/
Memory

 2. It is with magnetic probe 
 cover, it is automatically
 switched between foreh-
 ead & ear mode .

1. Child forehead mode is 
indicated  for people under 
12 years old.

Note: 



When the thermometer is turned on, keep pressing the 
Measure/Mute-unmute button for 5 seconds to switch 
from un-mute to mute.

When the thermometer is turned on or off, keep
pressing the Mode/Memory button for 5 seconds 
to go to the memory mode. Press-
ing this button again to check the 
40 sets of memories one by one. 
If no value, it will display “---” .

Open the battery cover, use the to-
ggle switch to change the °C/°F .

How to use your thermometer : 

Switching between mute and un-mute

Checking 40 sets of memory data

Celsius/Fahrenheit conversion

Measure forehead temperature

Measure ear temperature

Measure object/room 
temperature

 

Do not hold the thermometer for a long time
as it is sensitive to the ambient temperature.

If the eyebrow area is covered with hair, sweat 
or dirt, please clean the area beforehand to 
improve the reading accuracy.

Please make sure that the ear is clean, with no 
earwax or obstructions.

Be careful when taking temperature on a child, 
whose ear canal is small.

Always take the temperature in the same ear. 

toggle switch

After each measurement, please clean the 
temperature probe with a soft cloth, and put it 
in a dry and well-ventilated place.

32ºC ≦ T ≦ 37.5ºC 38.1ºC ≦ T ≦ 42.9ºC 

Four Color 
Display 37.6ºC ≦ T ≦ 38.0ºC Power on & 

Standby


